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CHAPTER 3. ORGANIC CRYSTALS 
In this chapter, I first give a historical introduction to organic metals. Next, a description is given of 
two systems that highlight the important physics of the material class: TTF-TCNQ, and Bechgaard 
and Fabre salts. In this thesis, the focus is on (EDO-TTF)2PF6, a material in which many instabilities 
are thought to interplay in the metal-insulator transition. The electrical conduction anisotropy of 
(EDO-TTF)2PF6 is quasi-one-dimensional, of which the physics is described. At the end of this chapter, 
a description is given of the EDO-TTF molecule, its parent molecule TTF, and the (EDO-TTF)2PF6 
molecular crystal as a whole. 
 
3.1 Organic metals 
Built from molecules, organic metals are solids that show electrical conductivity almost as high as 
some traditional metals like copper, silver, gold, etc. They also exhibit unusual structural, optical 
and magnetic properties [133] that make them interesting for applications. For example, metallic 
behaviour can make these materials suitable for the use in plastic batteries and in electronic 
components and displays. Superconductivity can make efficient power transmission or high field 
magnetism possible. Some materials exhibit photoconductivity, which makes them potentially 
suitable as photovoltaic materials in solar cells. There are other areas where e.g. ferromagnetic 
properties are exploited, or piezoelectric phenomena, or electro-optical properties [53]. In all these 
areas of application, it is often possible to tune the properties of the material chemically by tailoring 
the constituent molecules. Another way to tune properties is by using ultra-thin films of organic 
material deposited by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique [71, 163]. For these reasons organic metals 
are sometimes called synthetic metals. The potential advantages of using organic materials over the 
traditional inorganic materials for electronic devices, may be their potentially low cost and structural 
diversity. Among the several material classes that can be viewed as organic metals are: CT salts [64], 
conducting polymers [36], and (single component) organometallic complexes [60, 97]. 
Ethylenedioxy-tetrathiafulvalene phosphorhexafluoride ((EDO-TTF)2PF6) falls into the category of 
organic CT salts, and henceforward I will concentrate on the physics of this class of materials.  
 
Figure 2: Approximate classification of the electrical conductivity of materials. 
Maximum conductivity (S/cm) of various (classes of) compounds. 
The interest in (EDO-TTF)2PF6 stems from its very good conductivity at high temperatures 
(σ300K=60 S/cm [99]). Historically, organic materials are known to be electrical insulators, with room 
temperature conductivities σ300K around 10-20 to 10-9 S/cm (Figure 2). In 1911, Moore and McCoy [1] 
hypothesised that there might be metallic compounds composed of non-metallic constituent 
elements. They proposed that non-conducting organic compounds might display metallic behaviour 
when radicals of them form aggregates. In the second half of the twentieth century, conductive 
hydrocarbons became known. For example, in 1954 a perylene-bromine complex was found to have 
conductivity (σ~1 S/cm) [9]. A solid consisting of neutral and charged perylene and SbCl5 is another 
example, found by Blomgren and Kommandeur in 1961 [15]. In 1972, a chloride salt of 
tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) was found by Wudl to show electrical conductivity (σRT~0.25 S/cm) [21]. 













which both the TTF electron donor and the tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) electron acceptor 
molecules can be regarded as radicals. TTF-TCNQ therefore confirms the hypothesis by Moore and 
McCoy. The class of isostructural organic CT salts that emerged shows interesting properties. An 
interesting example is a TCNQ salt with the N-methyl-N-ethyl-morpholinium (MEM) electron donor 
molecule, for which in 1979 Huizinga, Kommandeur, Sawatzky, Thole, Kopinga, de Jonge and Roos 
[40] showed that a spin-Peierls (section 3.2.3) transition occurs at low temperature. At high 
temperature (335 K), this material undergoes a metal-insulator transition which is associated with 
a dimerisation of TCNQ molecules. At low temperature (20 K), it undergoes another phase transition 
in which spin moments form, coupled to TCNQ tetramerisation. In 1993, Visser, de Boer and Vos 
found that the crystal chemistry and physical properties are actually very dependent on small 
modifications of the electron donor molecules [67]. 
 
The field of organic metals as conducting polymers started with the discovery of the first conducting 
polymer by Shirakawa [36] in 1977. It was found that polyacetylene is conductive (σRT~500 S/cm) 
when appropriately oxidised or reduced. For the discovery of conducting polymers and for the 
further development of conductive polymers, in the year 2000 the Nobel Prize was awarded to 
Shirakawa, Heeger and MacDiarmid [95]. 
 
Since the mid-seventies of the twentieth century, many different conducting and superconducting 
organic materials have been discovered. The research was boosted by the discovery of 
low-temperature superconductivity in CT salts by Bechgaard and Jérome [42] in 1979. Interestingly, 
the (EDO-TTF)2PF6 molecular crystal is structurally very similar to these salts. The class of compounds 
[38, 42, 47] is based on the tetra-methyl derivative of TTF and its selenium substituted counterpart 
TSF: TMTTF and TMTSF. These salts, respectively referred to as Fabre and Bechgaard salts, are (quasi) 
1D conductors. They were extensively studied in the past after the discovery of the superconducting 
state in TMTSF salts with a transition temperature of around 1 K and at a pressure of approximately 
10 kbar: the first organic superconductor [42]. In the search for superconductivity at higher 
temperatures, related materials were synthesised in which many different phases were found [133]: 
(TMTTF)2X and (TMTSF)2X with X ϵ {SbF6, AsF6, PF6, Br, ClO4, …}. Some of these materials have 
different stacking patterns or exhibit 2D or 3D conductivity. Among the phases found in these 
materials are: superconductivity, spin-ordering, (anti)ferromagnetism, charge ordering2 (CO), and 
anisotropic conductivity [81].  
 
3.1.1 The archetypal TTF-TCNQ material; the first organic conductor 
In this section and also in the next section, two different materials are introduced that are exemplary 
for the whole class of conducting organic CT salts. In these materials, conduction electrons are 
created by molecules that are easily oxidised or reduced to form a radical cation or anion. The 
electrons give rise to conduction by delocalisation through the crystal.  
 
TTF-TCNQ can be considered an archetypal system [83] because most of its characteristics can be 
found in other organic metals too. The constituent electron donor and acceptor molecules in 
TTF-TCNQ occur in equal amounts: TTF-TCNQ is a 1:1 salt. Both types of molecules arrange in 
segregated stacks (Figure 4b) in which the intra-stack interactions are stronger than the inter-stack 
interactions, leading to conductivity predominantly in the stacking direction. Both TTF and TCNQ 
are planar molecules, and their frontier molecular orbitals (MOs) have π-character. Both molecules 
                                                      
2 Without prior distinction to the strength of interactions, in this thesis all charge disproportionations are called a charge 
ordering (CO). In some scientific communities, a distinction is made between a CO which is due to large interactions, 
and a charge density wave which is due to small interactions, typically those involved in Peierls instabilities.  
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are similar in size (Figure 3) and contain the same even number of electrons: 104 in their neutral 
state. Tetrathiafulvalene (C3S2H2)2, (TTF) acts as an electron donor (D) and tetracyanoquino-
dimethane C6H4(C3N2)2 (TCNQ) as electron acceptor (A). 
 
 
 a  
HOMO 
 
 b  
LUMO 
Figure 3: Ball-stick diagram and the frontier MO of TTF (a), TCNQ (b) 
that are involved in the charge transfer process from TTF to TCNQ. 
The TTF and TCNQ stacks create a ‘herringbone’ like, monoclinic 3D crystal structure (Figure 4a). The 
unit cell contains two TTF and two TCNQ molecules of which one molecule of each kind is symmetry 
unique. The space group is P21/c [27]: the symmetry elements are a screw axis and it has an 
inversion centre on every molecular site. The transfer of charge q, to form D+qA-q, occurs at the 
interfaces of the stacks. It creates a hole in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of TTF 
and an electron in the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO) of TCNQ (Figure 3). In both the electron donor 
and the acceptor stacks, the molecules do not lie directly above each other. There is lateral 
displacement giving a ‘ring-over-bond’ overlap. The overlap of the π-orbitals gives rise to the 
formation of π-crystal orbitals. The energies of several frontier crystal orbitals are shown in Figure 
4c, along with the energy dispersion in several directions in the Brillouin zone (BZ) (section 3.2.2). 
Band conduction at temperatures above 54 K is confirmed from the approximately half-filled 
frontier orbitals. At this temperature, a phase transition occurs in the TTF stacks leading to a 
semiconducting state. At 38 K, a phase transition also occurs in the TCNQ stacks converting the 
material to an insulator. 
 
a b c 
Figure 4: A schematic representation of the ‘herringbone’ 3D crystal structure of TTF-TCNQ (a), 
a stereographical top view showing the molecular stacking (b) and a band structure diagram (c). 





The following properties of TTF-TCNQ nicely illustrate the features of the whole class of compounds: 
• (Nearly) planar molecules. 
The TTF electron donor and TCNQ acceptor molecules are planar. In some systems, only the donor 
or acceptor molecules are planar. 
• Stable free radicals. 
The electron donor and/or acceptor molecules form by themselves stable free radical molecules. 
• Charged molecules. 
Due to the CT process, molecules become charged. Assuming a transfer of a full electron in the CT 
process (section 3.2.1), the even number of electrons in neutral molecules become uneven in TTF+ 
and TCNQ-. Whether this leads to radicals in an open shell electronic configuration is a priori 
unknown but in TTF-TCNQ it is commonly assumed to be the case [27]. In some systems, only the 
electron donor or acceptor molecules become radicals. 
• Molecule stacking. 
The TTF donor and TCNQ electron acceptor molecules form separate stacks. In other systems, mixed 
stacks exist in which electron donor and acceptor molecules are mixed, or only one type of 
molecules forms stacks. 
• Intra-stack π-π overlap. 
It gives rise to the formation of delocalised crystal orbitals due to overlap of the π orbitals of the 
molecules; the distance between molecules in a stack is small, typically 3-4 Å. 
• Anisotropic conduction. 
In TTF-TCNQ, the conduction anisotropy is evident from the ratios of the conductivity along the main 
axis of translational symmetry (a,b,c) of the crystal, namely σa:σb:σc=1:500:5 [53]. The conduction is 
quasi-one-dimensional. 
• High level of ordering. 
In the conducting state, the planar molecules form regular stacks, there is no dimerisation nor a CO. 
• Near perfect crystal structure.  
• Soft and compressible crystal lattice.  
Under pressure or uniaxial stress, the electronic properties of the system change. There is a sizeable 
coupling between electronic and structural degrees of freedom. 
• Physical properties can be controlled by introducing defects in the structure. 
 
Observation of the change of conductivity and lattice structure with temperature reveals the phase 
transitions in this system: one Peierls transition at 54 K in the TCNQ stacks and one at 38 K in the 
TTF stacks. This suggests that TTF and TCNQ chains behave as decoupled 1D electronic systems. I 
refer to supplement A for a detailed account of the known physics of this material, and for a 
discussion of the band structures I calculated. 
 
3.1.2 Bechgaard and Fabre salts 
In 1980, Bechgaard discovered the first organic superconductor (TMTSF)2PF6 [42]. 
Superconductivity 3  is the phenomenon of zero electrical resistance. The resistance of metals 
decreases (conductivity increases) when temperature is lowered and some materials exhibit a 
transition to a superconducting phase in which the resistance suddenly drops to zero below a certain 
critical temperature Tc. Obviously, this is a very desirable phenomenon especially if it can be attained 
at high temperature to be useful for practical purposes. There are models describing aspects of this 
phenomenon: e.g. Ginzberg-Landau, London, etc, only one of which covers nearly all: BCS (named 
                                                      
3  Thirty-two years after writing his PhD thesis entitled “Nieuwe bewijzen voor de aswenteling der aarde” (The 
experimental proof for the axial rotation of the earth) in Groningen, Kamerlingh Onnes discovered the phenomenon of 
superconductivity in 1911 [2]. 
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after Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer). In the BCS [13] explanation for superconductivity, it is argued 
that, mediated by phonons, electrons pair in the superconducting condensate: they form Cooper 
pairs. In order to break the zero electrical resistance, all Cooper pairs need to be broken up. Another 
mechanism was proposed by Little [16]. Little proposed high temperature superconductivity by 
using organic materials in which electrons move along chains, effectively creating a 1D 
superconductor. Instead of using mediation of displaced ions in the lattice, electronic polarisation 
stabilise the electron pairs. The idea is based on the use of a long conjugated polymer with 
polarisable side groups, a system that has been realised in the (SN)x polymer [30] that shows 
superconductivity but at very low temperature with Tc=0.26 K.  
 
Relevant for the present thesis is that superconductivity was found in Bechgaard and Fabre salts, 
which are both isostructural to the (EDO-TTF)2PF6 molecular crystal. Superconductivity with Tc < 3 K 
was found in most Bechgaard salts (TMTSF)2X e.g. with X ϵ {PF6, AsF6, SbF6, NbF6, TaF6, ClO4, ReO4, 
and FSO3} [154] and in most Fabre salts (TMTTF)2X e.g. with X ϵ {PF6, SbF6, BF4, and Br} [154]. The 
only salt exhibiting superconductivity at ambient pressure is (TMTSF)2ClO4. The others are 
superconducting only under high pressure: 0.5-1.2 GPa for Bechgaard salts and 2.6-9 GPa for Fabre 
salts4.  
Figure 5: Ball-stick diagram (a) and HOMO (b) of tetramethyl-tetrathiafulvalene 
(TMTTF) and the columnar stacks in (TMTSF)2PF6 (c) in a stereographic illustration (d) 
(hydrogen atoms are omitted). 
 
  
a b c 
 
d 
Bechgaard salts are (TMTSF)2X [42] and Fabre salts are (TMTTF)2X [38], where X ϵ {PF6, AsF6, SbF6, 
TaF6, ReO4, ClO4, …}. These salts are based respectively on the near planar electron donor molecules 
tetramethyl-tetraselenafulvalene (TMTSF) and its sulphur analogue TMTTF (Figure 5a). The planar 
electron donor molecules form cation stacks, separated by electron acceptor molecules that form 
anion stacks (Figure 5d; for clarity, only a few stacks are shown) in the crystal. These materials are 
donor:acceptor=2:1 salts. Electron donation creates a hole in the TMTTF/TMTSF HOMO (Figure 5b) 
and these π-orbitals overlap in the molecular stack giving rise to a 1D π-system in the crystal, very 
similar to the formation of π crystal orbitals in the TTF-TCNQ system as shown in the previous section. 
                                                     
4 For a comprehensive list of the critical temperatures of other organic superconductors I refer to a paper by Metzger [63]. 
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The cations stack in a zigzag (or ring-over-bond) way (Figure 5c) such that their methyl groups make 
cavities that are filled by the anions. At ambient conditions, the anions show thermal motion. Slight 
dimerisation is noticeable in the cation stack [46] and this is most pronounced in the Fabre salts. 
Both types of salts have the triclinic space group f1z in which the inversion centres are located in 
between the molecules and in the centres of the methyl group cavities. Ignoring the dimerisation 
and the positions of the anions, the salts have an underlying C2/m symmetry. Actually, under 
pressure they undergo a first order phase transition to a monoclinic structure [160]. 
 
The ground state of the Bechgaard and Fabre salts can range from insulating, semiconducting, and 
conducting to superconducting, depending on the nature of the anion, the temperature, and of the 
applied pressure. According to stoichiometry, the salts should form ¾ filled metallic band structures. 
At high temperatures and ambient pressure, most Fabre salts show semi-conductivity due to weak 
inter-chain coupling. The coupling is more two-dimensional in Bechgaard salts, hence most of them 
are metallic. Upon cooling, long range charge and spin ordering forms and the materials become 
insulating. Upon applying pressure, the physical properties of Fabre salts can be made equivalent to 
those of Bechgaard salts. A unified temperature-pressure/anion phase diagram for the Fabre and 
Bechgaard salts with small centro-symmetric anions has been established [112, 168]. It shows the 
very rich phase structure of these materials.  
 
I refer to supplement B for a detailed account of the known physics of these materials, and for a 
discussion of the band structures I calculated for (TMTSF)2PF6. 
   
BEDT-TTF BEDO-TTF DMET 
  
 
MDT-TTF Ni(dmit)2  
Figure 6: Other TTF derivative molecules on which superconductors are based. 
Bechgaard and Fabre salts are not the only TTF like materials that exhibit a superconducting state. 
Superconductivity was for example also found in CT salts based on the molecules in Figure 6 [64]. 
Despite the similarities in structure which may suggest similar electronic properties, no 
superconducting state is known to exist in (EDO-TTF)2PF6. 
 
3.2 The physics of quasi one-dimensional charge transfer salts 
The electrical conductivity of molecular crystals is often anisotropic. Structural and electronic 
properties interplay to form the properties of 1D materials. It is tempting to suspect 1D conduction 
in crystals that contain chain-like stacks of planar molecules that have π-π overlap, however this 
should not be confused with conduction anisotropy. Whether metallic conduction is 1D depends on 
the nature of the interactions between the stacks. Conduction electrons may be sufficiently 
localised onto a single stack when the interaction of electrons with the lattice is sufficiently strong. 
There may be much smaller conduction between stacks where the inter-stack conduction 
mechanism may be the hopping of electrons to neighbouring stacks. In such a picture, the 
conduction is said to be quasi one-dimensional (Q1D). Other systems may have stronger inter-stack 
interactions and be anisotropic 2D or 3D metals. Minor changes to electron donor or acceptor 
molecules can greatly affect the physical properties of the system. 
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The temperature dependence of the physics of Q1D CT salts is nicely exemplified by the electrical 
conductivity of TTF-TCNQ (section 3.1.1). Below room temperature the electrical conductivity 
usually shows metallic behaviour: it increases with decreasing temperature. A conductivity 
maximum occurs, and at temperatures below this point the temperature dependence is like that of 
a semiconductor: it decreases with decreasing temperature. Most organic metals undergo a 
metal-insulator phase transition. This transition is intimately related to the nature of Q1D electron 
systems. At lower temperatures, various instabilities may build up and they may start to correlate. 
For one, they are subject to instabilities with respect to distortions of the translational periodicity 
of the lattice. These can lead to a valence-conduction band gap (a Peierls gap), rendering insulating 
or semiconducting behaviour depending on the size of the band gap.  
 
In the next sections, the main physics of the material class of Q1D CT salts is illustrated.  
 
3.2.1 Charge transfer to create conduction electrons 
Due to the CT process, electrons can become conducting in organic CT salts. Assuming a full CT, i.e. 
the transfer of precisely one electron per molecule, often molecules with an uneven number of 
electrons are created in these salts. These outermost, unpaired molecular electrons are most weakly 
bound to the nuclei and they determine the properties of the system to a large extent. It is likely 
that these electrons delocalise in the crystal via intermolecular overlap to form electronic bands 
(section 3.2.2). Often these electronic bands are partially filled, hence these electrons become the 
conduction electrons of the system. 
 
Most organic molecules contain an even number of electrons and have a closed shell electronic 
configuration. Forming a crystal of a single species of such closed shell molecules, it is likely that the 
valence crystal orbitals are completely filled and that the valence band is separated from the 
conduction band by an energy gap. This is likely to remain in a system built from two types of 
molecules, each forming segregated molecular stacks, assuming the crystal orbitals originating from 
the two molecule types do not mix or overlap. Each molecular stack can be viewed as having its own 
band structure. Allowing electron transfer between electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) molecules, 
the situation alters. The valence bands in both types of stacks may become partially filled. This way, 
the CT creates the condition for partially filled electronic bands that in turn give rise to band 
conduction. As an example, the good conductivity of TTF-TCNQ is attributed to the partial charge 
transfer of 0.59 electron per molecule that leads to partially filled bands [41].  
 
The amount of charge transfer depends on a number of factors, such as the ionisation energy of the 
electron donor molecules and the electron affinity of the acceptor molecules. Also the geometrical 
arrangement of the molecules play a role. The occurrence of partial charges in a molecular crystal 
gives rise to a potential, leading to the Madelung energy. The more CT, the higher these charges 
become, and the higher is the Madelung energy. The amount of charge transfer is also linked to the 
formation of segregated or mixed molecular stacks. In the case of a small amount of CT, mixed 
“DADA” stacks form. In the case of nearly full CT, mixed “D+A-D+A-” stacks form and these are 
semiconducting. Torrance [41] established that for good conductivity segregated stacks are 
essential. These form when there is partial CT due to intermediately strong electron acceptors and 
intermediate to good electron donor molecules. 
 
The case of full CT, a situation that leads to precisely half-filled bands, is interesting. Half-filled bands 
imply support for conduction. However, with exactly one electron (or hole) per site, conduction will 
involve placing two electrons on one site. From phenomenological models it is understood that a 
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high Coulomb repulsion cause these systems to have insulating properties. In the case of other 
partial filling of the electronic bands this situation is avoided [41]. K-TCNQ exemplifies this nicely. 
With a nearly full CT [41], its conductivity is of the order of σ=10-4 S/cm [18, 41] which is extremely 
low compared to the conductivity of TTF-TCNQ in which the conductivity peaks at σmax=10 kS/cm 
(500 S/cm at room temperature) [31] with a CT of 0.59 [41].  
 
For good conductivity it is therefore crucial to have a partially but not half filled electronic band. Or 
conversely, for semiconducting or insulating behaviour the electronic bands need to be either 
completely filled or precisely half filled.  
 
3.2.2 Band dispersion, Fermi surfaces and band conduction 
This section deals with the dispersion of the band energy that is due to interactions due to the 
translational symmetry of the system. In a periodic system, the quantised electronic levels of the 
isolated unit cell cluster, may become continuous over an energy range and form electronic bands. 
The extent to which this occurs depends on the interactions in the system and on the translational 
symmetry, effectuated by the crystal momentum k. For example, the dispersion of the conduction 
band of aluminium is more than 10 eV [50] whereas that of (TMTSF)2PF6 [69, 167] or TTF-TCNQ [108] 
is in the order of 0.5 eV. The dispersion of the valence band of germanium or GaAs is approximately 
3 eV [66]. In a simple Hückel-like approach for a 3D cubic crystal, the expression for the dispersion 
of energy of an electronic band is ¸}½9~ = 2βN cos(N) + 2β| cos(|) + 2β1cos (1) . In this 
equation, there is a term for each main crystallographic direction {a, b, c}. The relative values of the 
interaction parameters ÄβN, β| , β1} govern the band conduction anisotropy. In the case that two (or 
one) of the interaction parameters are zero, the band conductivity reduces from 3D to 1D (or 2D).  
    
{βa, βb, βc}={1,0,0} {βa, βb, βc}={1,1,0} {βa, βb, βc}={1,1,1} {βa, βb, βc}={1,1/5,1/20} 
a) b) c) d) 
Figure 7: Isosurfaces for Æ}Ç½9~ in the BZ for different values of {βa, βb, βc}. Pure 1D, 2D 
and 3D dispersion is shown in a, b and c. Q1D dispersion is shown in d. The iso-value of 
1 is used, which corresponds to a ¾ filling of the band. 
The shape of energy isosurface offers a signature of the dimensionality of the band conductivity. 
Isosurfaces of ¸}½9~ are plotted in the first Brillouin zone (BZ) in k-space (section 2.8) in Figure 7, for 
different choices of the interaction parameters {βa, βb, βc}. It can be seen that the points with 
constant energy form two separate sheets for a 1D conductor (Figure 7a), one sheet for ¸}+½9~ and 
another one for ¸}−½9~. For a 2D conductor, the surface is cylinder-like (Figure 7b), and for a 3D 
conductor it is more spherical (Figure 7c). In the Q1D case (Figure 7d), the 1D sheets are warped at 
the edges. 
 
Much of the physics of 1D conductors is determined by the shape of a particular energy isosurface, 
the Fermi surface (section 2.8). The parallel sheets of the Fermi surface of the 1D conductor are said 
to be nested: the entire Fermi surface can be mapped onto itself by a 2½9 translation. The density 
of states at kF is very high as a result of it. As a consequence, 1D and Q1D conductors are highly 
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susceptible to 2kF excitations. The electronic structure can also couple to phonons with a 
momentum of 2kF. At low temperatures, this can lead to a Peierls transition (section 3.2.3), and at 
higher temperatures it can become manifest through anomalous phonon dispersion relations, a 
Kohn anomaly [34]. 
 
The character of the crystal orbitals, the band width, and relative energy level of electronic bands 
depend on all the electrons in the system. It is useful and important to consider the effects of all 
electrons for the band dispersion. It should be realised that, in the expression for ¸}½9~ above, only 
the electrons that occupy the highest energy level are considered and that only neighbour 
interactions were taken into account. In a more realistic view, the influence of all electrons to all 
other electrons in the system should be considered. This could affect the energy, dispersion and 
character of low-lying electronic bands. In turn, these effects may affect bands at higher energy and 
thereby influence the frontier bands. The organic CT salts mentioned in this thesis possess in the 
order of 175 doubly occupied electronic bands, therefore the combined effect of these changes can 
be appreciable. The all-electron electronic band structures for (EDO-TTF)2PF6 that I calculated are 
introduced in section 3.3.3.6 and are discussed in detail in chapter 7. The band structures I obtained 
for TTF-TCNQ and for the Bechgaard salt (TMTSF)2PF6 can be found in supplement A and B 
respectively. 
 
Materials can be classified according to the relative positions of the valence and conduction bands. 
There can be a valence-conduction band gap Eg. When the minimum of the conduction band and 
the maximum of the valence band are at the same point in the BZ, the gap is called direct or vertical. 
In other cases, the gap is called indirect. A gap is called a pseudo-gap when it only occurs at certain 
areas in the BZ and not in others. An insulator is a system with a large Eg. When Eg is small enough 
to allow thermal excitations of valence electrons into the conduction band, a system is a 
semiconductor. The conduction of a semiconductor increases with higher temperature since more 
valence electrons can be promoted into the conduction band. Semi-metals are systems in which the 
valence and conduction bands touch or slightly overlap. If a system has a partially filled band, it is a 
conductor, or a metal if the conductivity is large. In metallic conduction, it is possible for large 
numbers of electrons to move into infinitesimally higher energy levels. The dominant influence on 
the magnitude of conduction in metals, in the absence of impurities and defects, is the scattering of 
electrons around the Fermi level by lattice vibrations (phonons). At lower temperatures, fewer 
phonons are excited. There are fewer vibrations for the scattering process, and generally metals 
conduct better at lower temperatures. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the conduction 
of metals and semiconductors is opposite.  
 
The conductivity in CT salts is mainly due to the overlap/interaction of the π-orbitals of neighbouring 
molecules in the stack. In the TTF-TCNQ crystal, the largest contributions to these π crystal orbitals 
are from the doubly bound carbon atoms and from the 3pz functions of the sulphur atoms. The 
intra-stack interactions increase due to larger overlap of the more diffuse p and/or d functions when 
replacing sulphur by for example selenium or tellurium. This leads to an increased band width. In 
the series the room temperature conductivity increases. In TCF-TCNQ with C ∈ ÄS, Se, Te} , the 
conductivity at 300 K is σ300K=500, 800 and 1800 S/cm respectively, however the maximum 
conductivity of the Te crystal is significantly less than in the Se crystal [58]. The amount of CT in the 
system is increased in the series as 0.59, 0.63 and 0.74 respectively [41], likely changing the level of 
band filling5. Another effect is the increased 2D character of the conduction in the series due to 
                                                      
5 For an overview of calculated band structures for these organic conductors I refer to the review of Ishibashi [140]. 
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enhanced intra-stack coupling. This suppresses the Peierls instability and it shifts the M-I transition 
to lower temperature. For example, in TTF-TCNQ the temperature is TM-I=58 K while in TSF-TCNQ it 
is TM-I=40 K [26]. Obviously, band conductivity properties depend on the structure of the frontier 
bands. Whether there is good conduction depends also on other factors, such as the mobility and 
density of the charge carriers and on disorder/impurities. 
 
3.2.3 Peierls instability 
This section is concerned with the change in potential due to distortions of the lattice. Peierls [12] 
and Fröhlich [10] pointed out in 1954-1955 that at low temperatures, a Q1D conducting system that 
consists of evenly spaced atoms is intrinsically unstable with respect to lattice deformations. Simply 
stated, the atoms in an evenly spaced array tend to dimerise forming alternating long and short 
interatomic distances. In this process, conducting electrons will become localised forming a charge 
ordering (a charge density wave in physics nomenclature). Analogous to Jahn-Teller distortions, the 
effect of the lattice distortions is to lower the symmetry of the system and by that to stabilise the 
system (lower its energy). These effects influence the band structure and hence the electronic 
properties of the system. Dimerisation opens a band gap at the Fermi level. The valence band 
becomes completely filled and at higher energy the conduction band will become empty, rendering 
the material a semiconductor. This process was given mathematical foundation by the work of 
Peierls. Fröhlich arrived at the same conclusion but argued that superconductivity might be the 
result of dimerisation. Paldus and co-workers [43, 136] showed that, in the RHF approximation, 
dimerisation in cyclic polyenes, and also in a finite chain of H atoms, can be driven by broken 
symmetry electron distributions. 
 
Figure 8: Total energy as a function of bond length 
alteration δ in a hypothetical H polymer. 
The Peierls instability is illustrated6 by considering a hypothetical system: the hydrogen polymer. 
When two evenly spaced hydrogen atoms are placed in the unit cell, the energy of such a polymer 
can be lowered by dimerisation, creating alternating short and long H-H bonds (Figure 8). 
Dimerisation leads to two stable geometries that have the same energy. It also leads to a gap in the 
electronic band structure. In the remainder of this section, I will show that this is the case by 
performing electronic band structure calculations. I will also present the mathematical argument. 
Band structure calculations on the hydrogen polymer were performed using RHF (section 2.4), 
minimal basis set, and the Crystal [115] software. For the evenly spaced system, a bond length of 
0.94 Å was found optimal and when allowing dimerisation the H-H distances become alternatingly 
0.68 Å and 1.20 Å. The band structures in Figure 9 were calculated using a 0.94 Å evenly spaced H 
polymer and a 0.94±0.0038 Å alternating bond polymer. 
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a:  Evenly spaced H polymer.      
One H atom per unit cell. 
B:  Evenly spaced H2 polymer. C:  Dimerised H2 polymer. 
Figure 9: The band structure of a hypothetical polymer of evenly spaced H atoms, described by 
a unit cell containing one (a) or two (b) H atoms and of a dimerised H2 polymer (c). See text. 
The changes to the band structure upon dimerisation (Figure 9) show that the H polymer becomes 
an insulator. For a polymer with evenly spaced H atoms (Figure 9a), with an H-H distance of a, and 
described by a unit cell that contains only one atom and therefore only one electron, the band 
structure shows a band conductor. It contains one electronic band which is half filled. The length of 
the BZ is 2¼ ⁄ . In Figure 9, EF and kF indicate the Fermi level and the Fermi point respectively. 
Doubling the unit cell causes the empty part of the electronic band in Figure 9a to be folded back 
into the first BZ (Figure 9b). Now, the unit cell contains two H atoms and the electronic band 
structure has two bands. The unit cell length is increased to 2a and the BZ is halved to  =− ¼ 2⁄ … + ¼ 2⁄ . In Figure 9b, the lowest band is completely filled and the upper band is empty. 
Both bands touch at EF, the material remains a band-conductor. As required, the choice to describe 
the polymer with a doubled unit cell has not altered the physics of the system. 
(B2)n / [He]2s22p1 (N2)n / [He]2s22p3 
  
Figure 10: 2s and two 2p bands of the hypothetical (B2)n and (N2)n 
polymers. Dimerisation causes all folded bands to be separated by a gap. 
Describing the polymer with a doubled unit cell makes dimerisation possible. Dimerisation causes a 
band gap to open irrespective of whether it lowers or raises the total energy of the system. In the H 
polymer, dimerisation lowers the energy (Figure 8). The amount Δ with which both bands are shifted, 
leading to the band gap *Ì = 2Δ, is determined by the interactions between the H atoms. It is noted 
that these shifts of bands are quite general. Generally, the folded electronic bands of a dimerised 
system are separated by a gap. This is illustrated by the 2s and two 2p bands of the hypothetical 
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polymers (B2)n and (N2)n in Figure 10. Small band separations occur in all situations where crystal 
orbitals interact, be it in a frontier crystal orbital or otherwise. 
 
Band splitting can also be derived mathematically, as Peierls did, by applying a small perturbation. 
In the general case of two interacting near degenerate states, the energy splitting as a result of 
dimerisation can be calculated by solving the secular equations in the basis of the two states [126]. 
Labelling the states p and q, solutions can be found when the secular determinant vanishes. The 
Hamiltonian matrix is 
±D:+:E D:+:ED:+:E D:+:E²  51 
For the present purpose, the following view is taken. Wavefunctions p and q are taken as 
orthonormal Bloch functions (section 2.8) that are solutions, one-electron states, of the same 
periodic one-electron Hamiltonian +@.  +@|y = *@|y,          +@|y = *@|y,          w|y = ° |y ≡ }, R~ = - ¿CÎ(¬p4N)T(R + Ï)4  |y ≡ } , R~ = - ¿CÐ(¬p4N)T(R + Ï)4  
52 
The effect of a perturbation ?  is considered by using the Hamiltonian + = +@ + ? , in which the 
perturbation is also periodic with the periodicity of the system, be it with a period twice as large as 
that of the unperturbed system: (R + 2) = (R). The matrix elements in equation 51 become D:+:E = D:+@:E + D:?:E = *@ +  = *, 
similarly: D:+:E = *@ +  = *. D:+:E = D:+@:E + D:?:E = , similarly D:+:E =  53 
Peierls observed that in specific cases the matrix elements   do not vanish. Because (R)  is 
periodic with 2a, the integral vanishes unless v =  −  is a multiple of 2¼ ⁄ .   = D:?:E = D¿CÎ¬T(R):(R):¿CÐ¬T(R)E= a R ¿}CÐÑCÎ~¬T(R)(R)T(R) 54 
Using equations 52, the Hamiltonian matrix becomes 
±*@ +   *@ + ² = ±*
  * ² 55 
Equation 56 is the secular determinant which also appears in near degenerate perturbation theory7.  
©* − *  * − *© = 0 56 
Solving it gives two solutions for the levels that interact: 
*± = * + *2 ± ÓÔ* − *2 Õ + :: 57 
                                                      
7 Kamerlingh Onnes is likely [19] historically the first scientist to have used doubly degenerate perturbation theory in 
the analysis of degenerate motions of Foucault’s pendulum in his PhD thesis, written in Groningen in 1911. 
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The effect of applying the perturbation on the system is that the energy levels split by 
2Δ = 2Ó±*@ − *@2 ² + :: 58 
where I assumed  =  , so * − * = *@ − *@ . When the energy difference of the 
unperturbed levels is much greater than : *@ − *@ ≫ , the level splitting stays 2Δ = *@ − *@. 
In the case the unperturbed levels are degenerate *@ = *@ the splitting is 2Δ = 2.  
 
Peierls arrived at equation 58 for nearly free electrons with a weak perturbing potential. It is shown 
above that this can be generalised, and from the H polymer example (Figure 9) it is shown that the 
Peierls transition can be observed by using standard quantum chemical theory. In the H polymer 
example, the perturbation is applied by using a tiny dimerisation of ±0.0038 Å. It is enough to create 
the small perturbation for the 2Δ=4.4 eV (0.16 hartree) Peierls gap to open. The alternating long 
and short H-H bonds cause a potential that is periodic with the sum of the atomic spacings. The 
unperturbed levels are degenerate at EF. It can be seen from Figure 9b and c that, at points not close 
to kF, the perturbed and unperturbed levels are equal in energy. For example, the energy difference 
at 0.8kF, Δ@.×CØ, is equal in Figure 9b and c.  
 
The Peierls instability leads to a phase transition where a band gap opens at the Fermi level. The 
Peierls instability connects a geometrical feature of the system, the periodicity of the lattice, to 
electronic properties. The periodicity in reciprocal space is 2 . For a half filled system the 
electronic band is occupied from  = − ¼ 2⁄  to +¼ 2⁄ . The relation between kF and the periodicity 
of the lattice in direct space is:  = ¼ 2⁄ . In the general case, the electron band may not be exactly 
half filled. Then  is not at the BZ edge. It is also noted that a spin-Peierls instability can also exist.  
 
Due to electron-phonon coupling, only at low temperatures the Peierls instability may lead to a 
phase transition. At high temperatures, a phonon mode associated with wave number 2 may be 
excited. It is kept in equilibrium with periodic fluctuations in the electron density that follow the 
lattice displacements. The dispersion of this phonon can be anomalous compared to the dispersion 
of other phonons, it is termed a Kohn anomaly [34]. At lower temperatures, fewer phonons are 
excited, the lattice deformation becomes static, and the electron density forms a charge ordering 
(CO). Fröhlich pointed out that if the CO and phonon were coupled, that charge density could travel 
freely through the crystal essentially acting as a charge carrier. 
 
In X-ray scattering experiments, 2kF periodicity can be confirmed but also 4kF scattering can be 
observed. The 2kF scattering peaks are associated with the existence of 2kF periodic charge ordering. 
As shown above, this is the result of Peierls disorder that occurs due to weak interactions in the 1D 
chain. The 4kF periodicity is commonly [110, 133] associated to situations with high on site 
electron-electron repulsion, therefore it corresponds to the strong interaction regime.  
 
3.2.4 Metal-insulator transitions 
At a metal-insulator (M-I) transition, a system changes its electrical conductivity drastically, e.g. 
from a metallic state to a semiconductor or an insulator. In general, in condensed matter, M-I phase 
transitions can be induced by external factors, such as pressure, temperature, and light. The general 
classification for phase transitions [80] distinguishes between a first order transition in which the 
system abruptly absorbs or emits a certain amount of energy and a second order transition in which 
the phase transition occurs more gradual. More precisely stated, a first order phase transition 
involves a discontinuous first derivative of the free energy to some thermodynamic variable. 
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As was shown in the previous section, one-dimensional conductors are intrinsically unstable with 
respect to lattice distortions. Various kinds of ordering phenomena can take place as a consequence 
of it. The translational symmetry can be broken in the lattice or in the charge or spin density. 
Suppression of these ordering phenomena can occur at higher temperatures due to fluctuations. 
Correlation of various instabilities may build up at lower temperature and a phase transition can 
occur as a function of an order parameter or temperature. 
 
Another classification of phase transitions can be given in terms of ‘energy driven’ and ‘entropy 
driven’ [84]. A system that can exchange energy with its surroundings will try to minimise the 
Helmholtz free energy: H = E – TS. This can be achieved by either decreasing its internal energy E or 
by increasing the entropy S. A simple way to calculate the entropy S is by using Bolzmann’s 
expression Y = =ÙÏÚ, which is valid for a system of N particles in a fixed volume V at an energy E. 
In Bolzmann’s expression, kB is Bolzmann’s constant and W is the partition function, a measure of 
the number of ways the system can manifest itself.  
 
3.3 Introduction to (EDO-TTF)2PF6 
After an explanation of the basic physics of a Q1D organic CT crystal, now I will introduce 
(EDO-TTF)2PF6, the main material of study in the thesis. First, the TTF molecule is introduced from 
which EDO-TTF inherits much of its properties. After introducing EDO-TTF, the attention is turned 
to the (EDO-TTF)2PF6 crystal in which much of the physics originates from the interplay of 
constituent molecules. 
 
3.3.1 The TTF molecule 
In 1970, Wudl [20] discovered TTF: C6S4H4. In this thesis, TTF is discussed as a component in CT salts. 
However TTF and its derivatives are also building blocks in other areas of materials science [87, 94, 
137]. The interest in TTF is primarily for its good electron donating ability. TTF derivatives are 
attractive building blocks for molecular materials that exhibit interesting electronic, magnetic, 
non-linear optic and photovoltaic properties. These physical properties led to a broad range of 
applications such as redox switches, redox sensors, liquid crystal displays, redox polymers, systems 
with redox controlled molecular motions (e.g. molecular tweezers), photo-responsive functional 
molecules, intra-molecular CT materials, non-linear optical materials, supra-molecular switches and 
devices, dendritic systems and Langmuir-Blodgett films [71, 163]  
 
Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) consists of four sulphur atoms that are interconnected by three doubly 
bound carbon atoms, supplemented by four hydrogen atoms (Figure 11a). The molecule is very 
flexible and the molecular geometry is peculiarly just off-planar with a boat-like shape (Figure 11b). 
The symmetry of the boat-shaped molecule is C2v, and it has a higher D2h symmetry when planar. 
The central C2S4 moiety is planar and both C2H2 moieties are bent upwards along the S2-axes with 
an angle of 9° (calculated from an optimisation with RHF theory and the ANO-S basis set). The 
rationalisation for this most interesting structural feature of TTF and its relation to molecular charge 
is the subject of the first content chapter of Part II of this thesis (chapter 4). Calculated values for 
the bending angle vary greatly with choice of theory and basis set. For example, Viruella et al. [85] 
obtained with Møller-Plesset 2nd order perturbation theory (MP2) and the 6-31+G** basis set an 
angle of 23.1°.  
 
TTF and its derivatives readily self-assemble into stacks and two-dimensional sheets due to 
intra-stack π-π interactions and inter-stack SS interactions. TTF can crystallise into pristine TTF 
crystals, or act as one of the components in mixed molecular crystals. A very well-known example is 
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the TTF-TCNQ salt (section 3.1.1), the first discovered organic metal. Several tetrachalcogen-
fulvalenes have also been synthesised: TCF, C ϵ {O, S (TTF), Se (TSF), Te} [90]. Larger, more 
polarisable, chalcogen atoms increase the π overlap, and also the dimensionality of the conductivity, 
both of which lead to better conducting materials. At the molecular level, in the series the 




a) top view c) RHF HOMO 
 
 
b) side view d) Hückel HOMO 
Figure 11: Ball-stick diagrams (a,b) and RHF (c) and Hückel (d) HOMO of TTF. 
The HOMO of TTF is built from carbon and sulphur π orbitals. TTF has 14 π-electrons: two from each 
sulphur atom and one from each carbon. Despite the large number of π-electrons and satisfying the 
Hückel rule for aromaticity 4Ï + 2 = Ü`  with n=3, neutral TTF is not aromatic. Most aromatic 
compounds satisfy the simple Hückel rule. The stability of aromatic compounds is attributed to 
having all bonding orbitals occupied and to having all antibonding orbitals unoccupied. Neutral TTF 
has 104 electrons, and is not aromatic because the character of the highest energy orbital is 
antibonding. From a Hückel calculation, using the parameters  = , o =  − 1.11||,  =−||, o = −1.11|| (parameterisation taken from [89]; energies are relative to α), it follows that  = +0.14|| and Ñ\ = −0.58||. The bonding nature of the HOMO-1 leads to the view 
that TTF2+ can be aromatic. Another condition for aromaticity is a planar molecular geometry, and 
positively charged TTF is planar. The nodal structure of the Hückel-HOMO for neutral TTF is precisely 
that obtained from an RHF calculation (Figure 11c and d). They display C=C bonds and non-bonding 
S atoms.  
 
Figure 12: Three stable redox-states of TTF. 
TTF has an excellent electron donating ability. It can be reversibly oxidised twice [87] with a first and 
second oxidation potential of 0.34 V and 0.78 V respectively (Figure 12). The oxidation potentials 
can be chemically tuned by attaching electron-donating or electron-withdrawing groups. The 
thermodynamically stable cation and bi-cation are claimed to be aromatic in the Hückel sense due 
to the 6π-electron hetero-aromaticity of the single cation 5-rings. The location of the positive 
charges in Figure 12 are schematic. From our calculations, and also from ESR measurements [52], it 
is confirmed that holes are localised predominantly on the sulphur atoms. TTF has a large molecular 
polarisability mainly arising from the sulphur hetero atoms.  
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It is very easy to make a molecular bending deformation and this is increasingly so in the series TOF, 
TTF, TSF (Figure 13b). Compared to TTF, in TOF (TSF) the sulphur atoms are substituted by oxygen 
(selenium) atoms. Only TOF is planar at equilibrium geometry. The Walsh diagrams (Figure 13a) 
show that the HOMO is well separated from the HOMO-1, even when the molecule is considerably 
bent. The HOMO is lowered in energy upon bending while the HOMO-1 is raised in energy slightly. 
With the larger chalcogen atoms, the highest occupied MOs are closer in energy but still do not 





Figure 13: Walsh diagrams for the highest occupied MOs (a) and the energy profile for the 
molecular bending (b) of TOF, TTF and TSF, calculated with RHF and the 6-31G** basis set. 
It is an interesting notion that the intimate relation between molecular charge and molecular shape 
is at the heart of the physics of TTF materials. In chapter 5, we show that the charge-geometry 
relation in TTF determines the deformations in the low temperature phase of the (EDO-TTF)2PF6 
crystal. We speculate that the relation may also be important for the photo-induced phase transition 
in this material. Demiralph and Goddard [76] speculated that it might even be at the origin of 
superconductivity in an electron-phonon coupling mechanism. When an electron hops to a site, it 
tends to distort the molecule to become less planar, lowering its symmetry and by that allowing the 
molecule to couple to vibrational modes that are forbidden in the planar geometry. This could play 
a role in organic superconductors based on TTF. 
 
3.3.2 The EDO-TTF molecule 
The low symmetric EDO-TTF molecule, C8H6S4O2, inherits most of its properties from the TTF 
molecule: its good electron donating ability, and its flexible and nearly planar molecular geometry. 
The addition of the ethylenedioxy (EDO) group (Figure 14a, b), with the CH2 groups above and below 
the molecular plane, adds further disorder to the molecule due to flipping. The EDO group lowers 
the symmetry of the molecule. In TTF, the boat shape of the molecular geometry lowers the 
symmetry from D2h (planar) to C2v; adding the EDO group the symmetry is lowered further to C2. The 
out-of-plane bending of the molecule is most pronounced on the EDO side of the molecule with 




The electronic structure of EDO-TTF is also similar to that of TTF. EDO-TTF, in its neutral state, also 
has an even number of electrons: 134. The HOMO (Figure 14c) has the same character as that of 
TTF (Figure 11c) with additional contributions from the oxygen atoms. Energetically, the bending 
deformation of EDO-TTF is similar to that of TTF. 
  
a) top view c) RHF HOMO 
 b) side view 
Figure 14: Ball-stick diagrams (a, b) and RHF (c) HOMO of EDO-TTF. 
The BEDO-TTF derivative, that contains an EDO group on both sides of the TTF molecule, is known 
as an excellent source to produce organic metals in CT salts [68]. Also a superconducting salt based 
on BEDO-TTF exists: (BEDO-TTF)3Cu2(NCS)3, which is superconducting below T=1.06 K at ambient 
pressure [59]. 
 
3.3.3 The (EDO-TTF)2PF6 molecular crystal 
Salts of EDO-TTF exhibit a non-metallic ground state at low temperatures [146], among them 
(EDO-TTF)2PF6. In this donor:acceptor 2:1 charge transfer (CT) salt, each pair of EDO-TTF molecules 
donates an electron to a PF6 molecule. This way a ¾ filled electronic band (¼ in terms of holes) is 
created. The crystal can be viewed as containing open shell EDO-TTF2+ cation dimers and closed shell 
PF6- anion molecules. The material can be prepared in the laboratory by electro crystallisation [103]. 
At high temperatures, (EDO-TTF)2PF6 is metallic with conduction occurring predominantly along the 
stacking direction of the EDO-TTF molecules. It is a quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) conductor. For its 
good electrical conductivity at high temperatures (HT), the material is also classed as an organic 
conductor or synthetic metal. For comparison, the conductivity of (EDO-TTF)2PF6 is σ300K=60 S/cm 
[99], that of (TMTSF)2PF6 is σRT=650 S/cm [53] and that of the copper metal is σ293K=600 kS/cm [113]. 
Despite being structurally similar to the (TMTTF)2PF6 Fabre salt, which may suggest similar electronic 
properties, no superconducting state is known to exist in (EDO-TTF)2PF6. One striking dissimilarity is 
the absence of anion ordering (AO) in Fabre salts [159] which may be the cause of its different 
physics. In the low temperature (LT) phase of (EDO-TTF)2PF6, the PF6 molecules are not equidistant 
(alternating 6.96 Å and 7.87 Å), like they are at HT (7.34 Å). The AO in (EDO-TTF)2PF6 doubles the 
periodicity of the system which can be seen as a prerequisite for a phase transition to occur. Due to 
the absence of the AO in the Fabre salts the metallic state can be sustained to lower temperatures 
and even lead to the phase transition to the superconducting state. In addition to the AO, there is 
also a doubling of the periodicity of the system caused by dimerisation in the EDO-TTF stacks of 
molecules at LT, which is visible from the larger distance between adjacent bent molecules. 
 
In the insulating phase of (EDO-TTF)2PF6, which exists at temperatures below 278 K, the conductivity 
is 14 µS/cm [99]. In the insulating phase, the material exhibits a charge ordering (CO) in which 
molecules have a mixed valence. The CO is denoted as 0110, in which each digit represents the 
positive charge of an EDO-TTF molecule in a single tetramer stack. At higher temperatures, the holes 
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delocalise over the EDO-TTF molecules with a charge distribution of ½½ in the dimer unit cell. The 
CO pattern at lower temperatures can also be seen as the consequence of a phase transition that 
doubles the periodicity of the system. The phase transition can also be induced from the LT phase 
by a photon in a so called photo induced phase transition (PIPT) and the material is unusually 
sensitive to this. A few years ago, this PIPT process was followed with electron diffraction 
spectroscopy by Gao et al. [165, 169]. In their study, they were able to watch molecules rearrange 
after the absorption of the photon. Together with other spectroscopic studies, this study provides 
experimental evidence for the changes to the electronic structure and also for the changes in 
geometrical structure, in this PIPT process. 
 
The phase transition, be it temperature driven or photo induced, is of interest when making 
applications with (EDO-TTF)2PF6. The switching ability at around room temperature and the high 
sensitivity to light makes the material attractive as component in applications, for example in optic 
communication devices [124], and in fast (i.e. THz) switching devices [114].  
 
In the following sections, a more detailed introduction is given into the geometry of the molecules 
in the unit cell of (EDO-TTF)2PF6 at LT and HT. Also, it is shown how these unit cells form the crystal, 
and how this is different in the two phases. It is followed by an outline of the knowledge available 
of the metal-insulator transition and the PIPT process. In the last section, the electronic structure of 
the crystal is introduced by observing the electronic dispersion when unit cells are arranged as a 1D 
polymer chain, a 2D slab/sheet and as the 3D crystal. 
3.3.3.1 Unit cell 
The structure of the (EDO-TTF)2PF6 molecular crystal is known from X-ray crystallography [99]. In the 
HT conducting phase, the crystal exhibits a high degree of symmetry. All EDO-TTF molecules are 
related by inversion symmetry. They are equivalent in geometry and molecular charge. The 
molecules have a nearly planar geometry (Figure 15b). In the insulating phase, at lower 
temperatures, the symmetry is lower and the full hole is localised on half of the EDO-TTF molecules. 
Hence two conformations of the molecules co-exist in the LT crystal (Figure 15a): a positively 
charged and planar EDO-TTF molecule, and a neutral, boat-shaped EDO-TTF conformer. Only one 
PF6 molecule and one (EDO-TTF)2 dimer are unique in the LT unit cell, the other molecules are 
related to them by inversion symmetry.  
Figure 15: Representation of the X-ray crystal structures at LT (a) and at HT 
(b). The EDO-TTF molecular charge is shown. 
  
The repeating unit in the system can be chosen in many ways. The conventional cell structures 
(Figure 16) reported by Ota et al. [99] are somewhat unpractical for calculations. Unlike the HT 
crystal, the dimers in the LT unit cell do not belong to the same EDO-TTF stack. Also, the lattice 
vectors in the LT and HT unit cell do not correspond to the same translational directions in the crystal. 



















Figure 16: Crystallographic unit cells for the LT and HT X-ray crystal structures [99]. 
In these unit cells, the EDO-TTF molecules belong to the same EDO-TTF stack. The HT unit cell (Figure 
15b) is doubled to enable good comparison to the LT unit cell. For this reason I refer to these unit 
cells as the tetramer unit cell in this thesis. The crystallographic parameters of the conventional and 
transformed unit cell are given in appendix E. It should be noted that the centro-symmetric unit cell 
displayed in Figure 15a omits a second symmetry unique PF6 molecule that would be located in to 
lower right or top left (the 2D structure in Figure 18). The choice to place the PF6 molecules on either 
side makes the dipole moment of this unit cell cluster zero, which is practical for unit cell cluster 
calculations. 
 
HOMO     HOMO-1   HOMO-2    HOMO-3  
Figure 17: Hückel orbitals for 1,3-butadiene (a; right) and the 
frontier RHF orbitals of neutral (EDO-TTF)4 from the HT tetramer 
unit cell (b; left). 
A good way to introduce the electronic structure of the tetramer unit cell is by first omitting the PF6 
molecules and by considering a single tetramer stack built from neutral EDO-TTF molecules. The 
four tetramer orbitals higest in energy are linear combinations of molecular HOMOs (Figure 17b). 
The fully bonding combination is lowest in energy, and the fully antibonding combination is highest. 
Just as it is the case, e.g., for the Hückel orbitals of 1,3-butadiene (Figure 17a). The amplitude of the 
molecular wavefunctions in the tetramer orbitals also resemble the Hückel atomic orbital 
coefficients. The HOMO, and the HOMO-3 tetramer orbitals have the largest amplitude on the inner 
molecules whereas the HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 have mostly amplitude on the outer molecules. 
 
Next, the two electron acceptor PF6 molecules are added and the electronic structure changes. The 
PF6 MOs do not mix with the four frontier tetramer orbitals. The PF6 molecules extract two electrons 
from the EDO-TTF stack, emptying the fully antibonding tetramer HOMO orbital. The new tetramer 
HOMO (HOMO-1 in Figure 17b) is bonding between dimers. In many different ways, the holes can 
distribute or localise over the four molecules. For the reason of high Coulomb repulsion they are 
unlikely to occupy the same site (EDO-TTF molecule). Furthermore, this would destroy the inversion 
symmetry. The holes localise inversion symmetrically, one hole per EDO-TTF2 dimer. In fact, in the 
unit cell cluster the positive charge localises on the inner molecules (chapter 6). This leads to a CO 
pattern of 0110 where each number represents the positive molecular charge of an EDO-TTF 
molecule in in the tetramer stack. In the LT crystal, the CO is the same as in the isolated tetramer 
unit cell cluster. In the HT crystal, all EDO-TTF molecules are equivalent and no charge localisation 










The CO pattern of 0110 looks counter intuitive when only the stacking direction is considered and 
when it is compared to a 0101 ordering, but this is only the case when considering the CO in one 
dimension. In section 3.3.3.3 it is shown that the ½½½½, 0110, 1001 and 1100 charge distributions 
are in fact very close in energy. Experimentally, the CO pattern has been confirmed by direct 
observation from the total charge density obtained by analysis of synchrotron radiation powder 
diffraction data by Aoyagi et al. [109] and also by Raman spectroscopy [110]. Unlike in the HT phase, 
where the EDO-TTF molecules are equidistant, in the LT phase the distance is largest between bent 
molecules. This causes the electron density to also dimerise into areas with higher and lower charge 
density. This is confirmed from DFT calculations by Iwano et al. [141] in which they identified an 
electronic dimer and also from our own work in chapter 7 where we show from the crystal orbitals 
and band occupation that the molecules in EDO-TTF dimers become more attracting in the LT phase.  
3.3.3.2 Crystal structure 
(EDO-TTF)2PF6 crystals have the f1z  space group, both in the insulating and in the metallic phase. 
Unlike the situation in Bechgaard and Fabre salts, no underlying C2/m symmetry [145, 160] is found 
in (EDO-TTF)2PF6. The EDO-TTF molecules form columns by head-to-tail stacking (Figure 18). With 
an intra-stack molecular spacing of 3.67 Å, the stacking is regular in the HT crystal. In the LT crystal 
the tetramer stack height is increased by 0.8%, and the molecules are slightly laterally displaced. 
Also, the molecules dimerise slightly in the stacking direction. Viewed as being built from these 1D 
columns, adjacent columns in the material form 2D sheets where the electron accepting PF6 
molecules reside in cavities between two EDO-TTF columns. These sheets can therefore be viewed 
as EDO-TTF electron donor columns separated by PF6 electron acceptor columns. In turn, these 
sheets stack to form the 3D crystal. The intermolecular interactions are expected to be largest in 
the π-stacking direction where the shortest intermolecular S∙∙∙S distance is 3.66 Å (3.43 Å) at HT (LT). 
The shortest intermolecular S∙∙∙S distance between different sheets is 3.46 Å (3.43 Å) at HT (LT).  
 
There are differences in the translational symmetry between the LT and HT crystals (Figure 18). 
Apart from the differences in molecular geometry, the 1D representation of both crystals is very 
similar. In the second direction of translational symmetry, the inter-stack direction, there is a 
difference with respect to the angle with the EDO-TTF stacking direction: 68° at LT and 96° at HT. 
Also, the third direction of translational symmetry is different in both crystals. From the 3D 
representation in Figure 18, which gives a side view of two 2D sheets, it can be seen that at LT this 
translational direction is at an angle of 48° with the EDO-TTF stacking direction, and at HT this is 97°. 
In the LT crystal, the sheets are displaced by 1.5 times the EDO-TTF intermolecular distance whereas 
this is only half a molecule separation in the HT crystal. Intuitively, this difference seems to be due 
to minimising the Coulomb repulsion of the charged EDO-TTF molecules in the 0110 stack in the LT 
phase. The displacement is schematically shown in Figure 19 where the patterns denote three 1D 
chains of EDO-TTF molecules, one for each sheet, and the numbers indicate the molecular positive 
charge. 
 
EDO-TTF crystals with increasing anion size (PF6, AsF6 and SbF6) have the same crystal structure and 
stacking pattern. The length of all crystal axes, and with that the volume of the unit cell, is increased 
in the series but the length increase is least in the stacking direction [143]. Interestingly, salts also 
exist in which two different types of EDO-TTF stacking co-exist in one crystal, e.g. in (EDO-TTF)2X, 
X ϵ {GaCl4, ReO4} [123]. In half of the molecular columns, molecules arrange head-to-tail, and in the 
other columns the stacking is head-to-head in which the EDO-TTF molecules are laterally twisted. 
The Fermi surface for the head-to-tail stacking is Q1D whereas that for the head-to-head stacking 














Figure 18: Representation for the LT and HT crystal. 1D: columns of molecules, 
2D: sheet of columns and 3D: stack of sheets. 
3.3.3.3 Charge ordering 
The co-existence of EDO-TTF molecules with different molecular charge gives rise to several possible 
charge ordering (CO) patterns. Experimentally, by Raman, IR and X-ray spectroscopy, it has been 
confirmed [109, 110] that a charge ordering (CO) in an (EDO-TTF)4 tetramer stack is 0110 at low 
temperatures (LT). In the CO pattern, each number denotes the amount of positive charge of the 
EDO-TTF molecules in the tetramer. The hole delocalises completely over the dimer in the high 
temperature phase.  
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Figure 19: Schematic representation of the most favourable stacking of sheets in 
terms of Coulomb energy in the LT and HT crystal.  
Considering a tetramer unit cell, the two holes can arrange in several ways over the four EDO-TTF 
molecules. The following possibilities are sketched in Figure 19, in which a two dimensional view is 
given for each CO pattern: 0101, 0110 and ½½½½. Horizontally, the numbers represent the positive 
charge of EDO-TTF molecules arranged in a single molecular column. Above and below the central 
column, a column in the next sheet is depicted in the same way. The sheets are positioned in such 
a way that molecules are located in between the molecules of the next sheet. This way, in a 0101 
charge ordered system, and equally for a ½½½½ charge distribution, sheets can be seen as displaced 
by half a molecular distance (½d). In a 0110 charge ordered system, this displacement is enlarged 
to 5d/2. The views are justified from the experimentally observed HT and LT crystal geometries 
(section 3.3.3.2) respectively. 
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In an attempt to compare the stability of two CO patterns, 0110 and 1001, the Coulomb repulsion 
can be considered between the EDO-TTF cations that are represented by a single point charge. I do 
not consider interactions with the anions nor with the neighbouring stacks. With the distance d as 
the intra-stack cation distance, it is straightforward to calculate the Coulomb repulsion within a 
single tetramer: 
\  and \  for the 0101 and 0110 CO respectively. With d=3.6 Å, a value 
approximately representative for the HT crystal, the intra-stack repulsion per unit cell differ by 
approximately 0.8 eV respectively. I realise that an attempt to make a better estimation of the 
Coulomb repulsion, by allowing also other interactions in this simple scheme, is not fruitful. 
Including inter-sheet interactions at approximately 7 Å, also the anion interactions and the 
intra-sheet inter-stack interactions should not be ignored. Furthermore, the representation by a 
single point charge of the EDO-TTF molecule, which has a length of approximately 10 Å, is too crude. 
 
Figure 20: Total energy per tetramer unit cell (line) and molecular 
charge (stacked areas) of the EDO-TTF molecules in a tetramer stack 
in dependence of a dimerisation displacement (see text). 
A way to show how close together in energy the charge distributions ½½½½ and 0110 are is by 
performing periodic quantum chemical calculations in which all the electrons in the crystal are 
explicitly described. We used DFT with the PBE0 functional [82], the 6-21G basis set [56], the Crystal 
software [115], and Mulliken population analysis [11]. Motivated by the displacement pattern of 
the vibrational mode of a two (equal) body system, I follow a dimerisation displacement in the HT 
crystal in which the molecules in the upper half of the tetramer unit cell are moved towards the 
molecules in the lower half of it. This way, in the upper and at the same time in the lower part of 
the unit cell, two EDO-TTF molecules and a PF6 molecule are displaced together along the stacking 
direction towards the center of the tetramer unit cell. In Figure 20, it is shown that the total energy 
increases gradually by 1 eV in making this 0.3 Å displacement (the distance between (EDO-TTF)2PF6 
moieties changes with 2 x 0.3 Å). It is noted that the non-dimerised system is a band conductor, and 
that, at displacements of 0.03 Å and larger, it is a band insulator. No jump in energy is observed at 
the crossover. The charge distribution changes also gradually, from ½½½½ of the system at 
equilibrium to a 0110 pattern at the displacement of 0.3 Å. The charge of the EDO-TTF molecules in 
the tetramer stack is displayed as stacked areas in Figure 20. Already at a displacement of 0.2 Å, 30% 
of the molecular charge moves from the inner two to the outer two EDO-TTF molecules, and the 
cost in energy is approximately 0.3 eV. It is noteworthy that the 0101 CO was never obtained in spin-
restricted periodic calculations while many different molecular displacement patterns were tested, 









































different displacements I refer to chapter 8. It is shown that the 1100, 0110 and 1001 charge ordered 
states have nearly the same energy. In periodic spin-unrestricted calculations that are presented in 
section 6.6, the 0101 state was found to be near degenerate with the ½½½½ state. Embedded 
cluster CASSCF calculations in section 6.5 also show that the 0110, 0101 and ½½½½ charge 
distributed states are near degenerate and notably well below the first singlet excited state which 
is calculated at 0.87 eV. 
3.3.3.4 Metal-insulator phase transition 
(EDO-TTF)2PF6 is not known to display a rich array of phases such as in the isostructural Bechgaard 
and Fabre salts (section 3.1.2). A first order thermal metal-insulator (M-I) transition in (EDO-TTF)2PF6 
occurs just below room temperature at TM-I = 278 K [99, 103, 107, 109, 119, 146, 150], in strong 
contrast to the Bechgaard salt (TMTSF)2PF6 which remains metallic down to a few Kelvin.  
 
The M-I transition is thought to be due to the interplay of several instabilities, most of which are 
structure related: structural deformation, CO, geometrical ordering (GO) and dimerisation, AO and 
anion disorder. The insulating nature of the LT phase has been attributed [99, 109, 103] to the CO 
in the EDO-TTF columns which is accompanied by a GO. The CO is thought to result from a Peierls 
type electron-phonon interaction in conjunction to the AO of PF6 [99]. In chapter 7 we show, from 
the analysis of band structures the phase transition, that the high temperature phase is Peierls 
unstable. The overlap between the π-orbitals of the EDO-TTF molecules causes the conduction 
electrons to be in a rather narrow conduction channel. The flexibility of the EDO-TTF molecules 
(chapter 4) causes softness of the lattice which, in turn, causes electrons to couple strongly to lattice 
vibrations [162]. This makes the properties of the material susceptible to external stimuli such as 
temperature, pressure [120] and light [114]. With the direct relation between charge and geometry, 
the 0110 CO feature of the LT crystal is directly coupled to a GO of BPPB, in which B (P) denotes a 
bent (planar) molecular geometry. In chapter 5, it is established that, in the gas phase, the energy 
difference between a planar and a bent EDO-TTF molecule is only a few meV. The explanation for 
the M-I transition in terms of the Peierls instability (section 3.2.3) is given from the analysis of the 
band structures in chapter 7. In addition to dimerisation of the EDO-TTF molecules, there is also a 
dimerisation of the PF6 anions with a displacement of each ion by 0.26 Å at LT. In chapter 8, the 
effect of these dimerisations on the electronic band structure is explored. The rotation of the PF6 
molecules is nearly anisotropic at HT and it becomes restricted to uniaxial at LT [99, 109]. The effect 
of using larger anions in the series PF6, AsF6 and SbF6 is that TM-I is suppressed, and it shows wider 
hysteresis [143, 175]. Also, the use of (EDO-TTF-d2)2PF6, in which the two H atoms connected to the 
TTF ring are deuterated, is that TM-I is enhanced (moved to higher temperature), which shows that 
the transition involves vibronic coupling [134].  
 
The conductivity and magnetic susceptibility of the crystals at LT and HT are very different [99] 
despite their large structural similarity. The conductivity at LT is much smaller than at HT: 
σLT,260K=14 µS/cm << σHT,300K=60 S/cm. At HT, the material is weakly Pauli paramagnetic which 
originates from the metallic nature. The magnetic susceptibility at HT is small: χ=2.5.10-4 emu/mol, 
and it is cancelled (it becomes very small with a diamagnetic susceptibility of χ~-10-5 emu/mol) at LT 
[99]. The M-I transition is classified as a first order transition, because the magnetic susceptibility χ 
displays hysteresis over the transition. A magnetic state has experimentally not been observed. The 
magnetic susceptibility shows hysteresis around TM-I, which is indicative of a first-order transition. 
The magnetic behaviour seems independent of the type of anion. Similar thermal hysteresis and 
magnetic susceptibility at HT was found for PF6, AsF6 and SbF6 [143]. 
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3.3.3.5 Photo induced phase transition 
A most intriguing property of (EDO-TTF)2PF6 is the ultra-fast and highly efficient photo response in 
a photo induced phase transition (PIPT) from the insulating to a metallic state [109, 114, 124, 135, 
156, 171]. In a PIPT, photoexcitation creates a local excited state that is spread via interactions in 
the crystal to result in a macroscopic phase change. Practically, the interest in the PIPT goes towards 
applying the material as an optical switch. Theoretically this PIPT is an interesting phenomenon in 
that a very locally applied stimulus causes a global phase change that is relatively long lived. 
 
Figure 21: Optical conductivity spectra of (EDO-TTF)2PF6. HT and LT are static spectra 
of the high and low temperature phase respectively. PI denotes the spectrum after 
photo induction with 1.58 eV pulse [146; reprinted with permission].  
The PIPT in (EDO-TTF)2PF6 is remarkable for the fact that a very low intensity laser pulse can be used 
[114], which suggests that the nature of the transition is cooperative. This remarkable property is 
not only very efficient but also very fast. The transition can be achieved in approximately 3 ps [114], 
and it can maintain a metallic state, despite being at a low temperature, for about 1 ns [118]. It is 
estimated that only one in 500 to 1500 molecules [114, 146] is excited by such a pulse. How such a 
local event leads to a bulk phase transition is subject of speculation [118, 131, 135, 144, 146]. A local 
photoexcitation can trigger a macroscopic phase transition by cooperative interactions (e.g. 
electron-lattice interactions), a process that was termed “photo-domino” [117].  
 
Optical conductivity spectra, obtained for the insulating LT phase, the conducting HT phase, and also 
for the photo-induced phase, are shown in Figure 21. Two CT bands were observed in the LT 
spectrum, one (CT1) around 4500 cm-1 (0.56 eV; 13 kcal/mol), and one (CT2) around 11150 cm-1 
(1.4 eV; 32 kcal/mol). These CT bands are absent in the HT spectrum, which only shows features in 
the low energy region around 1200 cm-1 (0.15 eV; 3 kcal/mol) that are attributed to electron to 
molecular vibration coupling. The spectrum of the photo induced (PI) phase shows discrepancy with 
both the LT and HT spectra (Figure 21). The PIPT is thought to be caused by cooperative and 
non-equilibrium melting of the CO [114] assisted by the generation of a coherent phonon mode that 
corresponds to a bending mode of EDO-TTF. Electron-lattice interaction via this optical coherent 
phonon mode plays an important role in driving this metallisation process, and it stabilises the metal 
domain. Lüer et al. showed that a similar phenomenon occurs in 1D chains of TMTTF cations, and 
that it leads to the phase transition [121]. Servol et al. [142, 175] found that the role of the anion is 
important in this phase transition by light. They were unable to achieve the PIPT in the 
(EDO-TTF)2SbF6 salt. This is attributed to the larger size of the SbF6 anion which causes the distance 
between the EDO-TTF molecules to increase. In the Ph.D. thesis of M. Kaszub in 2012, it was also 
concluded that the photo-excited state in this material should be regarded more as a localised state 
than a phase transition with long range order [157]. As a possible mechanism for the PIPT process 
in (EDO-TTF)2PF6, I speculate that a neutral bent molecule is excited to become planar. The geometry 
change could affect a neighbour molecule to also change geometry and thereby propagate the 
effect of the excitation. This would infer that the mechanism of the PIPT would be strongly related 
to the geometry of EDO-TTF molecules.  
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From Hubbard model calculations [110] on the CT bands it was concluded that CT1 consists of 55% 
|0110> and 41% |1010> configurations while CT2 mainly (78%) consists of a |0200> configuration. 
This is also the spectroscopic assignment [103]: CT1 is due to a D0D+→D+D0 transition and CT2 to 
D+D+→D2+D0, in which D denotes an EDO-TTF electron donor molecule. In the latter configuration, 
every fourth EDO-TTF molecule adopts a +2 charge and the other three molecules remain neutral. 
These calculations showed also that the singlet ground state is mainly |0110> with some 
contributions from |0200> and |1010>.  
 
A few years ago, the molecular motions that occur after applying the photo stimulus to the LT crystal, 
with a wavelength of 12500 cm-1, just above CT2 band, were observed using electron diffraction 
[165, 169]. It was found that the crystal adopts a transient intermediate structure after a few 
picoseconds of photo absorption with a CO of 0101, different from the CO in the ground state of the 
crystal at HT (CO=½½½½) and LT (CO=0110). This intermediate structure is transformed to the 
metallic phase in a slow transformation of about 100ps. The main movement of the molecules is a 
concerted sliding of planar EDO-TTF molecules and a shift of the PF6 molecules while the bent 
molecules remain rather static. In the final structure, the originally planar molecules have also 
become bent so it has not the same geometrical structure as observed in the HT metallic phase. The 
precise nature of this final conducting phase is hitherto unknown. Spectroscopic studies [144, 156] 
underline the above assignment that, within picoseconds of exciting the CT2 band, an intermediate 
0101 charge disproportionate phase forms, which gradually moves towards a metallic phase. There 
is also spectroscopic evidence [144] that the intermediate state can be achieved by exciting the CT1 
band. 
3.3.3.6 Band structure 
The striking difference in conductivity of the LT and HT phases becomes apparent from their band 
structures. It is instructive to introduce the band structure of (EDO-TTF)2PF6 by building up the 
material first as a 1D polymer chain of unit cells, then as a 2D slab and finally stack these 2D slabs 
on top of each other to form the 3D crystal (Figure 18). I refer to Figure 22 for the calculated band 
structures. They were obtained from periodic spin-restricted DFT calculations by using the PBE0 
functional [82], the 6-21G basis set [56], and by using the Crystal computer software [115].  
 
The 1D band structures show nicely the main difference between the band structures of the LT and 
HT phase. The four bands shown are one conduction band and three valence bands. They originate 
from the HOMO levels of the four EDO-TTF molecules in the tetramer unit cell. The gap between 
the conduction band and valence band is more pronounced in the LT structure as a consequence of 
smaller band dispersion in this structure compared to the crystal structure at HT. In the HT phase, 
the molecules stack regularly, however in the LT phase the molecules are slightly displaced. This 
causes the intermolecular interactions in the LT phase to be somewhat distributed. As a 
consequence, the bands in the LT phase show less dispersion compared to situation in the HT phase. 
In going from a fully bonding combination of unit cells at k=Γ to a fully antibonding combination at 
k=1, the energy of the conduction band is lowered and that of the valence band is raised. It becomes 
almost degenerate in the HT polymer while for the LT polymer there is a large valence-conduction 
band gap. 
 
The origin of the opposite conductivity of the LT phase (insulator) and the HT phase (conductor) is 
shown in the band structures of the 2D slabs. In this structure, the polymeric chains of unit cells are 
repeated in the intra-sheet direction. The difference in geometry is now more pronounced between 
the LT and HT structures, however the great difference in conductivity of both phases can simply be 
explained by the amount of dispersion as already mentioned in the 1D case. In both structures, the 
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band dispersion gets slightly larger in going from the 1D to the 2D system. The conduction band 
becomes lower and the valence band higher in energy at k = (1,1). The 2D band structure of the LT 
structure remains gapped however. The gap closes in the HT structure, precisely at the Fermi level. 
It is also noted that the lowest two electronic bands shown are degenerate at this point. The slope 
of the electronic bands is linear or tends to become linear near the points of intersection. This 
situation looks very much similar to the band structure of graphene that is celebrated for the special 
physics attributed to these Dirac points [138]. 
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Figure 22: Band structure for 1D, 2D and 3D (EDO-TTF)2PF6 in the LT and HT phase. Symbols 
Г, V, Z, U, R refer to k-points in the BZ. The Fermi energy EF is indicated by a horizontal line. 
The main features of the 2D dispersion are also found in the 3D crystal. The intersection points are 
now shifted to above and below the Fermi level. Structurally, the changes are profoundly different 
with the next 3D slab at LT being displaced by 2.5 times the intermolecular distance whereas the 
displacement is half an intermolecular distance for the HT crystal. The band gap remains in the LT 




PART II: SINGLE MOLECULES 
In this part of the thesis, properties of single EDO-TTF molecules are discussed. A good 
understanding of these molecules, as building blocks of molecular crystals, will help us to better 
understand the properties of the crystal. In turn, it is also good to understand the properties of the 
constituent atoms. In general, one can say that molecular properties fall into two categories: those 
that are essentially inherited from the constituent atoms and those that only exist due to the 
formation of the molecule.  
 
I will show that one atomic property is of crucial importance for the physics of (EDO-TTF)2PF6. It is 
the polarisability of the sulphur atoms. Molecular bending of the EDO-TTF molecules occurs at these 
sulphur atoms. I will rationalise the boat shape of the neutral molecule from the relatively high 
atomic polarisability of sulphur. Reducing it, e.g. due to a charge transfer away from the molecule, 
renders a planar molecule. I will also show that molecular charge and molecular geometry are 
directly connected. In Part III, we will see that the co-existence of neutral, planar molecules and 
charged, bent molecules in the crystal is at the heart of the physics of the thermal M-I transition in 
this material. 
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